NIPE Screening Programme: Infant Pathway

1. Infant physical examination
2. Identify eligible population
3. Provide information and gain consent
   - Screening accepted
   - Screening declined
     - Follow up: document and transfer to healthy child programme
   - Consider family history, antenatal/postnatal history and risk factors
     - Examination of the heart
     - Examination of the hips
     - Examination of the eyes
     - Examination of the testes
   - Results to parents
     - Screen negative
       - Routine child surveillance; transfer to healthy child programme
     - Screen positive
       - Examination of the heart: congenital heart defects
       - Examination of the hips: developmental dysplasia of the hips
       - Examination of the eyes: eye conditions including cataracts
       - Examination of the testes: undescended testes
       - Refer as appropriate